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Abstract: Convolution neural network is a deep learning algorithm which is prominently applicable for image 

processing applications. The high feature learning capacity of convolution neural networks make it beneficial for 

applications involving image processing. Based on the learned features CNN network can easily classify data. This 

paper describes the capabilities of CNN network through three implementations. The first implementation on uses 

convolution neural networks for plant leaves disease detection. The second implementation uses CNN based 

implementation for the railway track’s crack detection. An underwater fish species classification implementation 

also discussed. These implementations show how efficiently CNN can perform the task in comparison with manual 

counterparts. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Processing the image for retrieving useful information is important in many of the scientific 

studies. Most of the time data will be available in the form of images or videos. The main issue 

with these data is that they contain high level of noises. Noise can be any unwanted information 

present in the input file which is insignificant for the particular study. Removing that unwanted 

data is called pre-processing of input.  

Convolution neural network has high feature learning capabilities, so the amount of pre 

processing needed is very less. This feature makes CNN highly beneficial for image processing 

applications. In this paper authors discuss about some implementations using CNN.  The first 

one is the plant leaf disease detection using CNN. In this implementation images of plant leaves 

are given as an input to the CNN implementation. The CNN model can effectively predict the 

diseases from these images. The second implementation is that of a railway crack detection 

system. In this implementation also CNN based model is used to detect the cracks in the railway 

platform images. The third one is the fish species classification application. Here a CNN based 

model is used to classify the fish species from a publically available image dataset. These 

implementations are capable of proving the efficiency of CNN model for image processing. 

The paper progresses in such a way that in upcoming sections authors have discussed about 

related studies, overview of CNN model, three implementations followed by conclusion and 

future works.  

 

2. RELATED STUDIES 

C. Narvekar et al. [1] describe about a prototype CNN based architecture foe flower species 

classification. They have used a publically available dataset to do the classification. P. G. M. 

Sobha et al. [2] perform a survey on how CNN can be used for plant species classification. This 

survey is capable of showing the efficiency of CNN in plant species classification. D. 

Pechebovicz et al. [3] talks about a mobile based system using CNN for plant recognition. The 
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proposed mobile application is capable of detecting various types of medicinal plants. This 

implementation focuses on optimization of architecture on mobile devices.   

M. Sardogan et al. [4] present a learning vector quantization and CNN based method to detect 

diseases on tomato plant leaves. CNN is used for feature extraction and classification. Colour 

information is used to make the prediction. M. K. R. Asif et al. [5] describe a CNN based 

approach for disease detection in potato leaves. Various CNN models are tested on the dataset to 

get better result. This model is highly helpful in detecting diseases in potato plant leaves at an 

early stage [5]. In paper [6] authors talk about the application of mask R-CNN. P. A. H. Vardhini 

et al. [7] describe how convolution neural network based implementation can be used for 

detection of paddy field disease detection. Raspberry pi is also used in this implementation. B. V. 

Deep et al. [8] talks about CNN based fish species classification. Max pooling is used in between 

the CNN layers to improve the efficiency of the network. D. S. Y. Kartika et al. [9] talks about a 

koi fish classification method. This method uses K-Means algorithm for pre processing. 

 

3. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

3.1 Overview of CNN 

Convolution neural network is a deep learning algorithm that is highly effective in image 

processing applications. A typical CNN model consists of convolution layer, fully connected 

layer with pooling layer in between. Feature extraction is performed by the convolution and 

pooling layer. There are three types of pooling available namely max pooling, min pooling and 

average pooling. The max pooling returns the maximum value for the feature from the selected 

window. Similarly the average pooling will return the average value from the selected window. 

The python code for the implementation of max pooling is given below in figure 1[fig.1]. 
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Fig. 1. Python code to implement max pooling 

 

The above given program provides a python implementation of the max pooling function. Here 

window stride size and pool size are set to 2 . An illustration of max pooling is shown in figure 

2[fig.2]. 

 

Fig. 2. Illustration of Max pooling 

 

In the following sections authors describe about some prototype implementations which shows 

the ability of CNN in image classification.  
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3.2 Plant Disease Detection Using CNN 

This section describes a plant disease detection implementation using convolution neural 

networks.  The implementation tries to identify the diseases on apple leaf using CNN. 

Deep-CNN based model is proposed here. The model analyses various types of spots present on 

apple leaf and identify the diseases using deep-cnn based architecture. The architecture diagram 

of the implementation is given below. Figure 1 shows the architecture diagram of a plant leaf 

disease identification model using CNN. Compared to its human counterpart this model displays 

better performance in terms of various evaluation parameters.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3. Architecture diagram of the plant disease classification system 

Figure 3[fig.3] shows the architecture diagram of the plant disease classification system.  

The output screen captures are given below in figure 4[fig.4]. 

 

 

Fig. 4. A sample output screen capture. 
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This deep-CNN implementation provides an efficient detection of plant leaf diseases. It can also 

able to classify the leaves as healthy and unhealthy. Various types of diseases like Alternaria leaf 

spot, Brown spot, Mosaic, Grey spot  can be identified by this model.  

The flow diagram of this model is given in figure.5 [fig.5] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

            Fig. 5 Activity diagram of the system 

The figure 5 shows the activity diagram of the system. As shown in the diagram first the 

captured image will be pre processed to remove the noises involved in the image. As the CNN 

based architecture has high level of feature learning capability the amount of pre processing 

required is less compared to other similar architecture. The CNN based architecture is trained by 

using the training data, and then the same will be tested on the input data. The architecture can 

effectively predict the diseases present in the plant leaves. This implementation is clearly an 

evidence of the effectiveness of CNN in image processing.  
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3.3 Railway Track Crack Detection Using CNN 

This section describes another implementation using CNN which is the railway track crack 

detection. Here a prototype model has been designed which can take the images of railway tracks 

and can identify and classify any cracks present in the tracks. This implementation has used 

masked CNN to implement the railway crack detection model. The model has been trained using 

some sample dataset and tested with input dataset and the model is giving high level of accuracy. 

If we are using manual methods then it will be highly time consuming to manually inspect the 

tracks and identify the cracks. But this CNN based model can detect the cracks very effectively 

with less amount of time. The architecture diagram of the model is given below in Fig 6.  

 

Fig. 6 Architecture diagram of the system 
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The model is first trained using a set of training data, and then the testing images are given to 

the model as shown in Figure 6 [fig.6].CNN model then process the images and classify it to 

either with crack or without crack output classes.  In comparison with manually checking the 

tracks to see whether or not cracks are present, this CNN based model is highly efficient and 

work in less amount of time. Manual process are highly time consuming and a lot of manpower 

need to be spent , whereas here by using the CNN classification can be performed in minimum 

amount of time with high accuracy . Some screen captures of the implementation is given below. 

The training and validation accuracy is given in Figure 7[fig.7]. Figure 8[fig.8] shows the screen 

capture of the output screen. 

 

Fig. 7. Training and validation accuracy graph  

 

Fig. 8. Screen capture of an output 
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This implementation is an evident of how efficiently CNN model can process image and classify 

information. 

3.4 Fish Species Classification Using CNN 

A fish species classification prototype model is implemented using CNN. This model takes the 

underwater fish species images as inputs and it will be able to identify species from that image. 

We have used fish images from fish4knowledge dataset as inputs.   

Identifying fish species manually is a tedious process .The amount of noises present in the image also creates 

problems in manual classifications. But the CNN based model can effectively classify the species with high 

accuracy in less amount of time. The architecture diagram of the proposed model is given below in figure 9 

[fig.9] 

 

Fig 9: Architecture diagram 

The model is tested using the performance measures accuracy, precision and recall. The graph 

showing the performance measures are given below in figure 10 [fig.10]. 
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Fig.10 Performance measures of the model 

Manual classification of fish species is a tedious task and it requires a lot of time and effort. It is 

highly error prone also. In comparison with manual classification CNN based method is highly 

efficient and less error prone. This prototype implementation is evident of how effectively image 

processing can be done using convolution neural network based models.  

 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

This paper goes through three implementations which display the effectiveness of convolution neural networks 

in image processing. The first implementation talks about a plant leaf disease detection model using CNN . In 

this model the plant leaf diseases can be effectively detected using the CNN based model. Manual detection is 

highly time consuming whereas CNN based implementation can perform the same task with less amount of 

time.The accuracy of CNN based model is very high.  The second prototype implementation is that of a 

railway track crack detection system. This implementation can effectively detect the cracks in railway track 

image with high level of accuracy. Third implementation is a fish species classification system.  In this 

implementation underwater fish images are given as an input and the system can effectively detect the species 

from the input images. These implementations are evident for the ability of convolution neural network in 

image processing task. Compared to manual methods CNN based methods provide high level of accuracy and 
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they are very useful in many of the image processing applications. The authors are currently working on 

developing CNN based model marine species classification. These prototype implementations are first step 

towards developing an efficient system for marine species classification.  

 

5. CONCLUSION 

This paper provides a study of the image processing capability of CNN model through some prototype 

implementation. These implementations are evident of the efficiency of convolution neural network in image 

processing. Manual processing of image is highly time consuming and error prone , while the CNN based 

model make the processing highly efficient with high accuracy . The high feature learning capability of CNN 

also decrease the requirement of a pre processing of input images. In all aspect convolution neural network can 

contribute highly to the image processing area. 
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